
A  their B  our C  your

Q1

A  their B  our C  his/her

Q2

A  their B  our C  my

Q3

A  their B  our C  my

Q4

A  their B  our C  its

Q5

A  their B  our C  her

Q6

A  their B  its C  his

Q7

A  their B  our C  his

Q8

A  their B  its C  our

Q9

A  their B  our C  its

Q10

Pronoun Agreement (1)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

Anyone who wants to see wild elk or deer should take ..... vacation through the Rocky Mountains.

Many people spend a lot of ..... hard-earned money before Christmas.

Nobody should ever give up on ..... dreams.

We couldn't believe ..... eyes when we saw Randy run out of the gymnasium without any clothes on at all!

Our diving instructor led us down into the ocean on ..... first diving expedition.

Neither of the girls listened to ..... father's instructions carefully.

Tim and Ron didn't know what to do about ..... company's problems.

Paul and Krista are responsible for Mathew's actions. Mathew is a minor and cannot be held responsible for ..... actions
until he is 18-years-old.

Jasper National Park is well-known for ..... natural beauty. The rugged landscape is just wonderful!

Many drivers park ..... cars in this parking lot. If you remove this lot and replace it with a grassy field, they will have
nowhere to park.
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ANSWERS: Pronoun Agreement (1)

Anyone who wants to see wild elk or deer should take ..... vacation through the Rocky Mountains.

A  their

Many people spend a lot of ..... hard-earned money before Christmas.

A  their

Nobody should ever give up on ..... dreams.

A  their

We couldn't believe ..... eyes when we saw Randy run out of the gymnasium without any clothes on at all!

B  our

Our diving instructor led us down into the ocean on ..... first diving expedition.

B  our

Neither of the girls listened to ..... father's instructions carefully.

C  her

Tim and Ron didn't know what to do about ..... company's problems.

A  their

Paul and Krista are responsible for Mathew's actions. Mathew is a minor and cannot be held responsible for ..... actions
until he is 18-years-old.

C  his

Jasper National Park is well-known for ..... natural beauty. The rugged landscape is just wonderful!

B  its

Many drivers park ..... cars in this parking lot. If you remove this lot and replace it with a grassy field, they will have
nowhere to park.

A  their
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